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Editor’s Note: This essay was written before the recent South Asian
nuclear tests. Due to post-test U.S. Department of Energy guidelines,
it has not been possible for the authors to update it. However, the
essay’s findings have become even more relevant after these tests.
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India, Pakistan, and North Korea have not yet signed the
CTBT, and consequently the treaty cannot enter into force
until they do.8
Both the states parties to the treaty and the non-signatories will probably use commercial satellite imagery for
nuclear test monitoring—although for different political purposes. Among the states parties, commercial satellite imagery will most likely be used for four specific
applications9:
• searching for human activity or surface disturbances
near a seismically detected event;
• investigating allegations of a treaty violation (or intent to violate);
• justifying an on-site inspection request; and
• delineating the search area for an on-site inspection.
In principle, all states parties to the treaty will be able
to collect and analyze commercial satellite images independently. Each state will be able to choose from a variety of image suppliers to obtain timely images of any
region of its own choosing; states will not have to rely
exclusively on the monitoring priorities of the CTBT
Organization, the U.N. Security Council, or other states
possessing their own national technical means. By combining commercial images with collected collateral information, states parties could make their own discoveries
of clandestine efforts to violate or break out of the treaty.
Conversely, states parties could reassure themselves that
specific countries were complying with the terms of the
agreement.
From the standpoint of day-to-day operations, commercial imaging satellites offer states parties several distinct capabilities. Since satellite imaging is a form of
non-intrusive remote sensing, it can be done without the
consent of the observed, and it can be used routinely
without infringing the rights of the inspected party, as
specified in the treaty. Furthermore, because satellite
imaging can be used to detect “pre-test” as well as “posttest” activities, it is useful for watching nuclear test preparations—which are not prohibited under the CTBT—and
making sure the observed state does not cross the threshold from allowed to illicit activity. If images reveal possible or probable nuclear test preparations, such a
revelation could trigger intensified monitoring of the
suspect site with the “post-test” technologies (e.g., seismic, radionuclide sensors) best suited for determining if
and when the line of legality has been crossed.
In addition to triggering intensified monitoring of a sus-
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pect site, a state party could present its commercial imagery evidence to its allies and the state in question, asking for clarification on the purpose of the observed activity.
For states parties with their own intelligence-gathering
satellites, the sharing of commercial images would be a
particularly attractive way of seeking an explanation without divulging classified sources and methods.10
Such direct state-to-state consultations are encouraged
under the treaty.11 If commercial satellite imagery were
used as part of such a direct dialogue, suspect states
would effectively be put on notice that they have aroused
suspicions and may get caught if they proceed with their
illicit plans. They would also retain the option of clarifying the purpose of the observed activity without raising the subject in the Executive Council of the CTBT. If
cooperation were not forthcoming, the evidence provided
by the commercial imagery could be used to request an
on-site inspection.
If commercial satellite imagery were counted among
the CTBT’s approved evidentiary technologies and if a
state party ultimately decided to request an on-site inspection, the commercial satellite images could be presented to the Executive Council to show probable cause.
To get the necessary 30 (of 51) votes for approval, the
imagery would have to provide enough reason for suspicion to justify the need for an on-site inspection. In addition, given that the Executive Council will comprise a
mixture of states with conflicting national security and
foreign policy interests, the image evidence would have
to be robust enough to withstand politically motivated
efforts to discredit its validity, content, and authenticity.
Through the prudent use and presentation of commercial satellite images, such efforts may be countered in
several ways. If the ambiguity in the image information
is used to cast doubt on the charges of illicit nuclear
testing, the requesting state party could argue that it is
this ambiguity that demonstrates the need for an on-site
inspection. If the interpretation of the imagery is called
into question, the requesting state party could ask other
states parties to analyze the data independently and determine whether nuclear testing is a possible and plausible explanation for the observed activity. If some states
parties claim that the image information has been doctored using digital special effects techniques, the requesting state party could present multiple images obtained
from a variety of commercial sources outside of its direct and immediate control.12 By describing the specific
foreign commercial satellites and foreign ground stations
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that were used to obtain the raw imagery, the requesting
state party could challenge others to purchase the same
images from the
same commercial
archives and digitally verify that the
presented image
evidence was indeed derived from
the raw data.

in question—provided the same image information.
Among the non-signatory states, commercial satellite imagery will probably be
used to:
• search neighboring
states for clandestine
nuclear test activity;
• devise countermeasures to conceal their
own nuclear test activity;
• monitor activities by
the nuclear weapons
states at their former
test sites; and
• justify their position
of refusing to sign the
CTBT.

Plates 1 and 2 illustrate how the
authenticity of
commercial satellite images can be
verified within the
context of a real
nuclear testing
controversy. In
Although the nonmid-December
signatories have vari1995, India was
ous reasons against
accused of prepar- Plate 1: March 25, 1995 SPOT image of the Indian test site. It was acquired nine signing the CTBT,
ing to conduct a months before the public allegations of Indian nuclear test preparations. The image they also have a
nuclear weapons shows basic infrastructure and the crater from India’s May 18, 1974 nuclear test.
vested interest in havtest—a charge that the Indian government vehemently
ing their neighboring states refrain from nuclear weapdenied.13 Senior Indian defense officials stated categorions testing. As a result, the non-signatory states are likely
cally that no nuclear-related activity was happening at
to join the CTBT states parties and use commercial satthe Indian test site.14 However, archived French SPOT
ellite imaging for nuclear test monitoring. If one of the
satellite photos acquired nine months before and three
non-signatory states detected possible nuclear test activmonths after the controversy erupted revealed that there
ity, it would have the option of responding unilaterally,
was recent large-scale activity at the Indian test site, and
alerting others of the suspect activity, or doing both. If
that the activity was consistent with unconventional
one of these states secretly notifies a CTBT state party
weapons testing—including nuclear weapons testing (see
or the CTBT Organization (CTBTO), it could, ironically,
Plates 1 and 2).15
use the treaty regime to exert pressure on the suspect
state. Such an alliance of convenience would be analoHypothetically, if the authenticity of this image evigous to the 1977 Kalahari incident when the then Soviet
dence was called into question, the image information
Union reportedly alerted its rival, the United States, of
could be verified through a repeated, independent analySouth Africa’s clandestine nuclear test preparations as
sis of the raw data residing in the SPOT image archives.
part of an ad hoc campaign to stop South Africa from
The evidence could also be verified by obtaining imagtesting.17
ery from other commercial imaging satellites, as illustrated in Plate 3.16 This photo is an Indian IRS-1C satellite
image of the Indian test site. Acquired one month after
the SPOT image shown in Plate 2, the Indian satellite
image shows the exact same surface changes in the
French satellite image. Thus, in this case, it would be
extremely difficult to argue that the imagery had been
surreptitiously altered given that two different foreign commercial sources— including a source owned by the state
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Besides watching their regional neighbors, the nonsignatory states may also carefully monitor the former
test sites of the nuclear weapons states. If any of the
non-signatories harbored plans to develop a nuclear testing capability, it could use the latest commercial satellite
images to survey established test sites, learn more about
how to conduct nuclear tests, and perhaps develop countermeasures to conceal its own nuclear test activity.
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Additionally or alternatively, they may monitor former
technical data as well as the management of on-site intest sites to determine whether the nuclear weapons states
spections, state-to-state consultations, and confidencewere abiding by the
building measures.18
The Conference of
spirit and letter of
the State Parties and
the treaty they
the U.N. Security
signed. Given that
Council will evaluate
the nuclear weapa suspect state’s
ons states are the
compliance with the
most capable at
CTBT and deternuclear testing and
mine an appropriate
have a continued
international reneed to maintain
sponse.
their stockpile, the
non-signatory states
The CTBTO will
may appoint themlikely be the main inselves as the outside
ternational user of
auditors of the
commercial satellite
CTBT with the priimagery for nuclear
mary mission of
test monitoring.
scrutinizing the
Along with the varinuclear activities of
ous technologies at
the nuclear weapthe disposal of the
Plate 2: March 2, 1996 SPOT image of the Indian test site. This photo was acquired
ons states.
CTBTO, commerthree months after the public allegations of Indian nuclear test preparations. The image

The non-signato- shows numerous changes since the March 25, 1995 SPOT image (see Plate 1). Brush cial satellite imagery
ries could go one fires denuded a large area of vegetation. New security perimeters were constructed. A could be used to instep further with branching linear trace was created. In addition, vehicle traffic around the 1974 crater vestigate suspicious
events and allegatheir own overhead noticeably increased as indicated by the presence of numerous tread marks.
tions of treaty violaobservations. By
tions. In addition, at an investment of approximately $5
highlighting the nuclear weapons states’ on-going activimillion per year for the collection, processing, and analyties at their nuclear test sites, they could reinforce their
sis of commercial satellite imagery,19 the CTBTO could
argument that the CTBT is not comprehensive enough.
enhance its operational efficiency and decrease the overBy exploiting any ambiguities in the image information,
all cost of its large-scale monitoring tasks. These responthey could further justify their need to retain a nuclear
sibilities include:
test option. Within the context of a specific compliance
• preparing on-site inspectors for investigating susdebate, they could pass on their image information to
pected nuclear test sites;
proxies on the Executive Council and thereby attempt to
• minimizing the intrusiveness of on-site inspections;
influence the debate in favor of their national security
and
and foreign policy interests. In short, there are numer• reducing the number of false alarms from “post-test”
ous, creative opportunities for non-signatory states to use
technologies and unreliable eyewitnesses.
commercial satellite imagery in the realm of nuclear test
politics. The unanswered question is what cumulative
Depending on the specific circumstances, the CTBTO
impact the non-signatory states’ use of commercial satmay be called upon to conduct an on-site inspection of a
ellite imagery will have on the CTBT regime.
suspect site. The international inspectors who are asThe Role of International Organizations in CTBT
Verification
The CTBTO will be the principal international institution for the collection, processing, and dissemination of
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signed the task of visiting and analyzing the site may
have limited historical or topographical knowledge of
the suspect site. In addition, these inspectors will probably have a short amount of preparation time given that
the inspection may begin as soon as four days after the
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formal submission of the on-site inspection request to the
Executive Council.

cial satellite imagery has a key role to play in systematically controlling false alarms generated by the four “posttest” technologies
To prepare for
and eyewitnesses.
such contingencies,
Because the “poston-site inspectors
test” technologies
could conduct rouwill be used to
tine training exerverify the smallest
cises using archived
nuclear explosive
commercial satellite
events and because
images of real
eyewitnesses can
nuclear test sites
be unreliable, the inalong with images
ternational monitorof non-nuclear acing system may
tivities. Such exerhave to sift through
cises would enable
thousands of susthe inspectors to
pect events each
build up experience
year. For the fracin discriminating
tion of events that
nuclear test activity
cannot be ruled out
from other activities
easily, commercial
as well as in detectsatellite images
ing denial and dePlate 3: April 4, 1996, IRS-1C image of the Indian test site. This Indian satellite photo could be used to
ception efforts. shows the exact same surface changes as the French satellite photo in Plate 2. Thus, these
When called upon to changes are real and can be interpreted in the same way as the changes in the French search for surface
changes in the viconduct a real in- satellite photo.20
cinity of the event
spection, the inspecthat
may
be
associated
with
nuclear
testing.22 If “betors could use commercial satellite images of the suspect
fore” and “after” images fail to show human activity or
site to familiarize themselves with the basic and changed
infrastructure near the event origin, the ambiguous event
features, conduct simulated inspections of the site, and
could be safely attributed to natural causes. By weeding
devise a strategy for the inspection.
out false alarms in this way, the CTBT verification reUnder the terms of the CTBT, the inspection plan would
gime can avoid unwarranted on-site inspections and ashave to minimize the intrusiveness of the on-site inspecsuage lingering doubts about the cause of suspicious
tion (see Article II, Section A, Paragraph 6). Although
events that brought a state’s compliance record into disthe treaty allows the search area to cover up to 1,000
repute.
square kilometers (km) with a maximum linear dimension of 50 km, it would be logistically and politically prefThe Role of Non-Governmental Organizations in
erable to make the inspection area substantially smaller.
CTBT Verification
A series of empirical remote sensing studies indicate that
There are two documented cases where non-governchange detection analysis of baseline and recent commental
institutions used commercial satellite imagery to
mercial satellite images can make such an area reducsearch
for
new nuclear test activity. In 1986, the Swed21
tion possible ; the imagery could be used to identify
ish company, Space Media Network, discovered several
unchanged features such as fields, forests, and infrastrucnew “dots” in a SPOT satellite image of the then-Soviet
ture that would not require closer examination. By using
test site in Kazakhstan that were interpreted as possible
satellite imagery in this way, the inspectors may allay
nuclear test preparations.23 In 1992, a British non-govany concerns of excessive intrusiveness by demonstraternmental organization, the Verification Technology Ining their efforts to keep the size of the inspected areas to
formation Centre, observed nuclear test activity in Landsat
an absolute minimum.
images of the Chinese test site near Lop Nor and foreIn addition to supporting on-site inspections, commer-
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cast (correctly) when and where China was likely to conduct their subsequent nuclear tests.24
These two cases demonstrate that companies, nongovernmental organizations, and the news media could
use overhead imagery to play a more proactive role in
CTBT verification. Non-governmental institutions could
use commercial satellite images to collect information on
a suspect site that previously could only be learned from
government sources. As a result, these institutions could
initiate an investigation and conduct the information collection, analysis, and dissemination without relying primarily on information from official inquiries. With this
newfound capability, non-governmental organizations
could raise publicly a CTBT compliance issue independent of state-to-state consultations, Executive Council
sessions, or deliberations within the Conference of the
State Parties.
The increased influence commercial imaging satellites
provide to non-governmental institutions has significant
implications for the CTBT verification process. From the
perspective of states that may be contemplating nuclear
testing, it may make it more difficult to violate the treaty
secretly or break out suddenly. These states would have
to deal with not only the constant risk of discovery by
several national intelligence agencies, but also the new
concern of disclosure by one of many non-government
entities that might be watching.
From the standpoint of the national and international
bureaucracies responsible for CTBT verification, the
increased monitoring and analytical capabilities of nongovernmental institutions are a mixed blessing. While
the established CTBT organizations may welcome new
treaty-relevant information from non-government institutions, these organizations are likely to see the independent analysis of that information as problematic. If
the independent assessments are done poorly or quickly
by analysts who do not do such specialized work on a
regular basis, the organizations responsible for CTBT
monitoring will be left with the burden of correcting others’ mistakes and explaining why their analysis differs
from the reports of newspaper X, company Y, and nongovernmental organization Z. Given that any non-governmental institution with a few thousand dollars will
be able to acquire and analyze satellite images relating to
a specific CTBT compliance issue, states and international organizations face the prospect of conducting their
CTBT-related investigations in the same “noisy” envi-
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ronment that domestic law enforcement has had to endure for decades.
The Role of Individuals in CTBT Verification
Resourceful individuals have a track record of finding
activities that academic, corporate, and government institutions did not know about. In network computing, a
systems administrator Clifford Stoll at Lawrence Laboratory in Berkeley discovered and tracked down an elusive computer hacker that was on the payroll of the
KGB.25 In astronautics, satellite observer G.E. Perry
deduced the functionality of then-Soviet satellites from
the emitted radio signals.26 In geophysics, seismologist
Riley Geary routinely detected and identified unannounced nuclear explosive tests at the U.S. Nevada Test
Site.27 And in remote sensing, photo-interpreter Howard
Hough used Russian MK-4 and KFA-1000 satellite imagery to describe Israel’s alleged nuclear weapons infrastructure.28
With the increased availability of commercial satellite imagery at costs that are projected to decrease to a
few hundred dollars per image, individuals have all of
the necessary tools for information collection, processing, analysis, and dissemination. They can acquire images of any place in the world, process the imagery with
affordable software packages and personal computers,
analyze the data along with collateral information, and
disseminate their analysis via the Internet.
With the capability to handle information from beginning to end, individuals can become citizen verifiers of
the CTBT. Just as investigators rely on the public for
tip-offs, individuals can act as watchful eyes for national
governments, international organizations, and even nongovernmental institutions. They can network with other
individuals to form CTBT watch groups. Individuals
could use image information within domestic political
and legal processes to ensure their own country’s compliance with the treaty. In regional or international circles,
individuals could use image information to raise CTBT
compliance issues that have not been addressed by anyone else.
Individuals using imagery to accuse or exonerate states
of treaty violations is a new prospect. While it is not
possible to forecast how often individual activists will use
imagery to enter the CTBT verification process, it is reasonable to expect that such instances will occur in the
future. Whether there will be an audience for such indi-
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viduals will depend on their reputation, the quality of the
analysis, and the specific circumstances. Whatever the
outcome is for specific compliance cases, the new imaging powers wielded by individuals is likely to change the
verification process from one that was secret and controlled by a few large and knowledgeable players to one
that is more open to anyone with unique and useful information to offer.

indicates that satellite imagery alone is insufficient; it must
be combined with collateral technical data (e.g., seismic,
radionuclide, and meteorological) and non-technical literature (e.g., media reports, government statements, and
eyewitness accounts) to reveal the cause of a mysterious event or purpose of observed suspicious activity. This
same experience demonstrates that satellite imagery is a
critical and unique informational component that is needed
for compiling the full factual story.

CONCLUSIONS

Past efforts at nuclear test monitoring reveal three key
lessons on the use of commercial satellite imagery for
CTBT verification. First, image analysts need to be sufficiently competent to detect efforts at deception. Given
the increased transparency provided by commercial imaging satellites, states will likely be more inclined to
disguise their nuclear test activities rather than attempt
complete concealment. If the previously clandestine
nuclear test programs of Brazil, India, and South Africa
are indicators, analysts should specifically look for
nuclear test activities co-located or adjacent to conventional military sites.29 Such sites can offer the security,
personnel, and basic infrastructure for conducting nuclear
tests as well as a credible cover story for denying an onsite inspection request in the event the illicit activity is
detected remotely.

The verification of the CTBT will be unlike any previous effort to evaluate compliance with a specific arms
control treaty. Heavily reliant on remote monitoring technologies, the verification regime faces the daunting daily
task of searching the Earth (and beyond) for nuclear explosions, filtering out extraneous signals, examining
ambiguous events more closely, and determining whether
any remaining suspect events represent a treaty violation. All of these tasks will be done using information
acquired by a variety of advanced technologies within
the multilateral mechanisms specified by the treaty.
The emergence of commercial imaging satellites as
an additional, decentralized source of information will
increase the transparency of outdoor activities worldwide as well as the number of actors involved in the
CTBT verification process. These two general trends will
affect potential CTBT violators and enforcers in parallel ways. With the deployment of 10 to 20 new commercial imaging satellites, states will have a more difficulty
conducting illicit nuclear tests secretly. Similarly, the
potential enforcers will have a more difficult time conducting their overhead investigations secretly given that
more independent actors will be able to access and interpret the same image data. As a result, the states parties to the treaty risk being accused publicly of nuclear
test activity, and the potential enforcers risk being mired
in confusion due to conflicting interpretation of the image evidence by numerous organizations and individuals.
That commercial imaging satellites will increase noise
in the CTBT verification process is inevitable. Noise is
a side effect that comes with greater transparency and
the increased direct involvement of different groups. The
trick will be to devise analytical strategies that extract
the facts out of the collected, noisy information and present
a clear, coherent explanation of a disputed event.
The experience of past nuclear test monitoring clearly
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Second, as commercial satellite imaging becomes
more commonplace, the nuclear weapons and nuclear
capable states will likely be subjected to an unprecedented amount of overhead observation by all groups
with an interest in the CTBT. With this increased transparency, these states will be compelled to avoid nonnuclear activities that could easily be misconstrued as
nuclear test activity—especially activities in sensitive
areas such as former nuclear test sites. Failure to do so
could inadvertently trigger unwarranted on-site inspection requests that could gradually erode confidence in
the treaty. Thus, besides complying with the CTBT treaty
provisions, states parties will have the de facto obligation to conduct their sensitive, non-nuclear activities in
observably, unambiguous ways.30
Finally, in contrast with the verification of past nuclear
test limitations, CTBT verification will be done in accordance with multilateral rules involving actors who
have not only different political agendas, but also varying
levels of technical experience in this specific application
of remote sensing. As a result, it is critically important
for the experienced to train the inexperienced in a systematic, sustained fashion. Such training can help miti-
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gate noise and confusion caused by incorrect technical
interpretation of the imagery.
The use of satellite imagery for nuclear test monitoring is entering a new phase. New commercial imaging
satellites will be used to verify a new treaty. As the treaty
ratification process continues and as the CTBTO develops over the next few years, the various groups involved
with CTBT implementation will have a unique window
of opportunity to prepare for the use of this new technology before the treaty comes into effect. If these groups
take advantage of this window, they can prepare not only
for the technical use of commercial satellite imagery,
but also for the consequences that will follow. Whether
they will be ready on both counts will ultimately determine the value of commercial satellite imagery as a tool
for CTBT verification.
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